Social environment elicits lateralized behaviors in gorillas and chimpanzees
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Abstract

The influence of the social environment on lateralized behaviors has now been investigated across a wide variety of animal species. New evidence suggests that the social environment can modulate behavior. Currently, there is a paucity of data relating to how primates navigate their environmental space and investigations that consider the naturalistic context of the individual are few and fragmented. Moreover, there are competing theories about whether only the right hemisphere or rather both cerebral hemispheres are involved in the processing of social stimuli, especially in emotion processing. Here we provide the first report of lateralized behaviors elicited by great apes. We employed a continuous focal animal sampling method to record the spontaneous interactions of a captive zoo-living colony of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and a biological family group of peer-reared western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla). We specifically focused on which side of the body (i.e., front, rear, left, right) the focal individual preferred to keep conspecifics. Utilizing a newly developed quantitative corpus-coding scheme, analysis revealed both chimpanzees and gorillas demonstrated a significant group-level preference for focal individuals to keep conspecifics positioned to the front of them compared to behind them. More interestingly, both groups also manifested a population-level bias to keep conspecifics on their left side compared with their right side. Our findings suggest a social processing dominance of the right hemisphere for context-specific social environments. Results are discussed in light of the evolutionary adaptive value of social stimulus as a triggering factor for the manifestation of group-level lateralized behaviors.
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Recent evidence of lateralized motor actions underpinned by contralateral neural regions in different vertebrate (MacNeilage, Rogers, & Vallortigara, 2009; Rogers & Andrew, 2002; Rogers, Vallortigara, & Andrew, 2013) and invertebrate species (Anfora et al., 2011; Frasnelli, Vallortigara, & Rogers, 2012) suggests early evolution of cerebral lateralization across the animal kingdom. Cerebral lateralization has been associated with some advantages related to an increment in neural capacity by avoiding the duplication of functioning, enabling parallel processing and preventing the simultaneous initiation of incompatible responses (Levy, 1977; Rogers, 2000a; Rogers, Zucca, & Vallortigara, 2004). The literature suggests an early division of labor for the two hemispheres, where the left hemisphere is dominant for the processing of relevant stimuli and learnt routine tasks (top-down control), while the right hemisphere is more involved in reacting to unexpected events and encoding the spatial relationships occurring in the surrounding environment (bottom-up control) (MacNeilage et al., 2009). Therefore, a selective lateral positioning of the body towards the environmental stimuli can enhance the survival of the individual by facilitating motor activities (e.g., feeding, approach and avoidance behaviors, etc.) that are controlled by the dominant hemisphere for a specific task. Moreover, a strategic positioning might allow two cognitive tasks (e.g., food processing and conspecific vigilance) to take place at the same time (Rogers et al., 2004).

However, these advantages are not sufficient to explain why in many vertebrates and invertebrates asymmetrical behaviors are apparent at the population-level. Recent discoveries revealed that directional asymmetries are particularly evident in gregarious, rather than in solitary species. This suggests that the social environment might have played a key role in aligning individual-level asymmetries, in order to coordinate the behavior among individuals for predator defense and for cooperation (Ghirlanda, Frasnelli, & Vallortigara, 2009; Ghirlanda & Vallortigara, 2004; Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005). Indeed, lateralized behaviors
Social laterality in great apes are particularly evident in response to social stimuli, such as individual recognition, decoding of other’s intentions and learning the social hierarchical system, which are asymmetrically processed at the neural level in many gregarious vertebrate species (for a review, see Rosa Salva, Regolin, Mascalzoni, & Vallortigara, 2012).

In Vertebrata a tendency exists to keep conspecifics in the left visual field (fishes: Sovrano, Bisazza, & Vallortigara, 2001; toads: Robins, Lippolis, Bisazza, Vallortigara, & Rogers, 1998; lizards: Deckel, 1995; Hews & Worthington, 2001; pigeons: Nagy, Ákos, Biro, & Vicsek, 2010; chicks: Vallortigara, 1992; Vallortigara & Andrew, 1991; beluga whales: Karenina et al., 2010), suggesting a right hemisphere dominance for social responses. These lateralized perceptual behaviors might derive from an early delineation of hemisphere dominance for responding to predators’ and preys’ reaction (MacNeilage et al., 2009).

The right hemisphere of human and non-human animals is particularly dominant for face perception and social recognition. For example, a left gaze bias (LGB) for face perception (i.e., a looking time preference for exploring the left side of a centrally presented face) is apparent in humans (behavioral study: Burt & Perret, 1997; neuro-imaging: Kanwisher, Tong, & Nakayama, 1998; brain-damaged patients: De Renzi, Perani, Carlesimo, Silveri, & Fazio, 1994), chimpanzees (Morris & Hopkins, 1993), rhesus monkeys (Guo, Meints, Hall, Hall, & Mills, 2009), dogs (Guo et al., 2009) and sheep (Peirce, Leigh, & Kendrick, 2000).

Recent studies report that both hemispheres may process social stimuli, but the level of complexity of the task as well as the motivational and emotional factors may drive a dominant role for one hemisphere over the other (see Rosa Salva et al., 2012). This division of labor is also evident at a higher cognitive level, i.e., the processing and manifestation of emotions. The literature is divided between two prominent emotional processing theories: the right hemisphere hypothesis (Borod et al., 1998; Campbell, 1982), which asserts that the right
Social laterality in great apes hemisphere is uniquely involved in the processing of all type of emotions, and the valence hypothesis (Davidson, 1995), which claims that both the right and the left hemispheres are involved, but differently in relation to negative and positive emotions, respectively. Nevertheless, to date, no human studies concentrate on the actual physical positioning of individuals within their social network.

Non-human primates demonstrate a large repertoire of social activities (e.g., vocalizations, gestures, facial expressions, social learning). Although they represent an excellent animal model for the investigation of lateralized behaviors related to the social environment, the wider literature only expresses data regarding the production of asymmetrical facial expressions (marmosets: Hook-Costigan, & Rogers, 1998; macaques: Hauser, 1993; baboons: Wallez & Vauclair, 2011; chimpanzees: Fernández-Carriba, Loeches, Morcillo, & Hopkins, 2002), the display of lateralized self-directed behaviors during stressful conditions in chimpanzees (Leavens, Aureli, & Hopkins, 2004) and during spontaneous activities in orang-utans (Rogers & Kaplan, 1995). These studies reported an overall right-hemisphere dominance for the processing of social stimuli and the expression of emotive response. Additionally, the assessment of eyedness in relation to different type of stimuli has been shown to reflect a right hemisphere advantage for emotive responses. For example, red-capped mangabeys showed a group-level bias for using the left more than the right eye when observing arousing stimuli in a monocular fashion (i.e., palatable food). However, only individual-level preferences emerged with neutral stimuli (i.e., unpalatable food; see de Latude, Demange, Bec, & Blois-Heulin, 2008). More recently, Braccini, Lambeth, Schapiro, and Fitch (2012) assessed eye preference in captive chimpanzees, using pictures with a positive or negative valence. They found a hemispheric specialization for emotion processing with a left eye/right hemisphere advantage for negative stimuli and right eye/left hemisphere advantage for positive stimuli. Although these studies do not seem to contradict either
Social laterality in great apes emotional processing hypotheses (i.e., right hemisphere and valence), both indicate that the right hemisphere is heavily involved in the processing of evolutionarily urgent or relevant stimuli.

Only two studies have investigated social laterality during spontaneous species-specific encounters in non-human primates. Casperd and Dunbar (1996) observed the visual orientation towards conspecifics during aggressive encounters in gelada baboons, reporting left visual preference/right hemisphere dominance. Baraud, Buytet, Bec, and Blois-Heulin (2009) identified a similar pattern in different groups of zoo mangabeys during spontaneous approaching behaviors. High-ranking individuals were approached significantly more frequently from their left than their right visual hemi-field, suggesting a facilitation for the rapid identification of facial expressions (see Hauser, 1993; Fernández-Carriba et al., 2002) and a better predictability of behaviors. To date, only two great ape studies have investigated hemispheric specialization for emotion processing. Rogers and Kaplan (1995) captured lateralized information during the daily social activities, capitalizing on the naturalistic social behaviors of the focal animal. Recent evidence has highlighted the importance of the social environment in modulating behavior and social interactions (e.g., Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Forrester, Leavens, Quaresmini, & Vallortigara, 2011; Forrester, Quaresmini, Leavens, Mareschal, & Thomas, 2013; Forrester, Quaresmini, Leavens, Spiezio, & Vallortigara, 2012). Furthermore, Leavens and colleagues (2004) found a right hemisphere dominance manifested as self scratching behaviors when task difficulty increased. While much evidence points to a right hemisphere dominance for processing arousing/social stimuli, the discrepancy in methods across species inhibits direct comparisons between studies.

In the present study we aim to extend the investigation of social laterality within the natural context of non-human primates to shed more light on the cerebral lateralization for the processing of social stimuli. Given their phylogenetic closeness to humans and their large
Social laterality in great apes repertoire of social activities, great apes represent a valuable animal model to investigate the functional and evolutionary characteristics of the cerebral lateralization for the processing of social stimuli. We observed the spontaneous social behaviors in a biological family group of peer-reared western lowland gorillas (*Gorilla gorilla gorilla*) and in a colony of captive zoo-living chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes*), particularly focusing on the side of the body exposed to conspecifics that were in close proximity. Unlike previous studies of non-human primates (Casperd & Dunbar, 1996; Baraud et al., 2009), we did not consider the right/left visual field, as this kind of measure might be more suitable for animals with laterally placed eyes and small binocular overlap (Robins et al., 1998). Instead, our analysis was focused on the lateral hemi-field of the body that the focal subject presented to conspecifics. This study presents a new methodological approach to the investigation of social laterality in primates. We suggest that lateral positioning is likely to reflect a hemispheric specialization for the processing of social stimuli and represents a heightened state of arousal, which would be inherently associated to a preferential visual processing for the detection of faces and facial expressions.

**Methods**

**Subjects and Housing**

We studied a colony of 12 western lowland gorillas (*Gorilla gorilla gorilla*), made up of a silverback male, seven adult females, and four juveniles (see Table 1), ranging in age from 2-36 years. The group was a biological family, such that the alpha male fathered of all juveniles and all individuals have been reared under the care of their conspecifics. These characteristics were considered to be as close as one could come to the social dynamics of a wild group within captivity. The colony is hosted by Port Lypne Wild Animal Park (Kent,
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UK) within the “Palace of the Apes”, the world’s largest gorilla enclosure. The gorillas were considered ‘semi free ranging’, in that they move freely about the large enclosure, which comprised four composite parts: garden, caged upper, caged lower, and inside.

Additionally, we considered a group of 9 captive zoo-living chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes*), made up of 2 adult males, 5 adult females and 2 juvenile females (see Table 2), comprising both parent-reared and hand-reared individuals. The enclosure of the chimpanzees was located in the Safari area of Parco Natura Viva (Bussolengo, Italy), which was accessible to visitors only by car. The enclosure consisted of an outdoor environment, an island furnished with two vertical wood towers, small branches, caves and a small river, which was surrounded by a water dyke (9 m wide), in order to prevent the chimpanzees from escaping. There was also an indoor area for nighttime, which was connected to the outdoor side with two sash doors.

Both gorillas and chimpanzees were provided every day with different food and enrichments, in order to elicit the manifestation of specie-specific behaviors and cognitively challenge individuals for the improvement of the animal welfare (Carlstead & Shepherdson, 2000). Water was provided *ad libitum* for both species. Experimental permits or ethical approvals were not required for either colony, given the non-invasive nature of this study.

*Procedure*

We employed a tripod-mounted camera that could be moved to focus on the focal subject, while maintaining a visual angle that included also the proximal social environment. Videos of chimpanzees were collected using a digital video camera (Sony DCRTRV900E) at 24 frames/s, while they were within the external enclosure. Videos of gorillas were collected both outdoors and indoors. For gorillas, we employed two digital video cameras (Panasonic NVGS11B), one with a close view on the focal subject and one with a wider view of the
Social laterality in great apes surrounding social environment. Video footage was synchronized using a flash bulb (see Forrester, 2008; Forrester et al., 2011, 2012, 2013). Video streams were later compressed into a single file of 15 frames/s and composed by a top/bottom format for subsequent coding (i.e., focal view in the top and wide view in the bottom). All data collection sessions were unobtrusive and did not interfere with daily spontaneous activities of the individuals.

We used a continuous focal animal sampling method, where 10-minutes sessions of observations where collected for each subject. Each chimpanzee was overall observed for 90 minutes, comprised of 9 sessions. Although an attempt was made to collect an equivalent number of observational sessions for each gorilla, footage time varied from 30 to 100 minutes across subjects, as the nature of the large enclosure, which was enriched with equipment to replicate the natural environment, had the potential to obscure visibility of the focal animal (see Table 1). All video footage was considered to hold valuable contributions to our observational study. As a result of unequal observation times, measures were taken to equalize the weighting of each individual towards the subsequent data set.

Information about lateralized positioning towards conspecifics was collected using a quantitative Multi Dimensional Method (MDM), first proposed by Forrester (2008) and then employed for studies across species including: gorillas (Forrester et al., 2011), chimpanzees (Forrester et al., 2012) and typical pre-school children (Forrester, 2013). This method is non-invasive and employs a corpus-coding, quantitative approach, that allows viewing off-line videos streams to extract synchronous and sequential patterns from a distributed database of behavioral activities within a natural context. It is suitable for a reliable quantitative comparison of species-specific and spontaneous behaviors between different primate and non-primate species. Most importantly, it allows for patterns to be revealed by analyzing fine-grained behaviors from a bottom up perspective.
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Data coding

The information regarding the positioning of the focal subject towards one or more conspecifics was coded and stored using OBSERVATRON software, which was designed to run on a Mac OS X platform. We distinguished between two main conditions: 1) sagittal condition, which comprised the front and the rear behavioral categories; 2) lateral condition, which comprised the left and the right behavioral categories. More specifically, the sagittal condition referred to when the recipient was positioned in line with the sagittal plane of the focal subject, either in front or behind (in the latter case the recipient was not visible by the focal subject). Alternatively, the lateral condition corresponded to when the recipient was in line with the axial plane of the focal subject, either on its right or left side. Each behavioral category was treated as an independent event, thus when the conspecific resulted in an ambiguous position (i.e., frontal/left, frontal/right, rear/left, rear/right), the event was discarded from the analysis. Although the head can move independently from the body, head movements were not collected for this investigation. To ensure that the relative presence of the social partner was influencing the positioning of the focal subject, we adopted a conventional distance of 3 meters or less between the focal subject and the conspecifics.

We considered manual activities as a conventional referential event to assess social laterality, because they may require attention by the focal individual. Therefore, a strategic social positioning is likely adopted to facilitate any behavioral responses towards the social environment. Specifically, every time the focal subject performed any manual action with either hand (e.g., collecting an object, self-touching), we coded the physical positions of conspecifics that were in close proximity (within 3 meters) as front, rear, left or right. If the focal subject was performing a manual activity and a conspecific presented themselves within the 3 meters of the focal individual, the event was not coded as it would not provide information about the active choice of the focal subject. The MDM method allowed
Social laterality in great apes simultaneous coding of the focal individual and two conspecifics. Therefore, when more than two conspecifics within 3 meters of distance from the focal subject, only the two closest individuals were considered.

Statistical analysis

Since analyses were all based on frequencies, in order to normalize the weighting that each subject contributed to the data set, proportions for each subject of each response type were calculated in relation to the total number of events related to the side positioning for that subject. Moreover, in order to retain all recorded video of gorilla focal follows, the frequencies were converted into rates (frequency/minutes of observation) to normalize the weighting of each individual’s contribution to the database. To analyze the data set, a two-tailed paired-sample t-test was used to assess differences within the sagittal and the lateral conditions, with the level of significance set at 0.05. To analyze individual-preference for both the sagittal and the lateral condition, we computed a binomial z-score for each individual based on the distribution of front/rear and left/right side positioning events. Individuals with scores $> +1.96$ were estimated with a either a rear or right side preference, individuals with scores $< -1.96$ were considered with a either front or left side preference, and individuals with scores in between were considered ambi-preferent (see Table 1).

Results

Gorillas

-Insert Table 1 about here-
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The **sagittal** condition reported a greater number of events for the front side (proportions: $M = .403$, 95% CI = .327-.478; rates: $M = 1.135$, 95% CI = .793-1.477) compared with rear side (proportions: $M = .146$, 95% CI = .077-.214; rates: $M = .580$, 95% CI = .079-.1081) and the paired t-test confirmed a significant preference for keeping a conspecific to the front (proportions: $t(11) = 4.497$, $p = .001$; rates: $t(11) = 3.759$, $p = .003$) (see Figure 1).

The lateral condition also revealed a side bias between the left side (proportions: $M = .267$, 95% CI = .223-.310; rates: $M = .765$, 95% CI = .508-1.022) and the right side positioning preference (proportions: $M = 0.184$, 95% CI = .135-.232; rates: $M = .488$, 95% CI = .357-.619), with paired t-test revealing a significant preference for keeping a conspecific on left side (proportions: $t(11) = 2.973$, $p = .013$; rates: $t(11) = 2.103$, $p = .047$) (Figure 1).

At the individual level, the binomial z-score revealed that 8 out of 12 subjects manifested a significant bias for the left and one (the alpha male) for the right side (see Table 1).

**Chimpanzees**

-Insert Table 2 about here-
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The sagittal condition reported a greater number of events for the front side (proportions: $M = 0.535, 95\% \text{ CI} = .423-.646$; rates: $M = .738, 95\% \text{ CI} = .385-1.091$) compared with rear side (proportions: $M = .061, 95\% \text{ CI} = .026-.095$; rates: $M = .078, 95\% \text{ CI} = .036-.120$) and the $t$-test confirmed a significant preference for keeping a conspecific frontally (proportions: $t(8) = 9.843, p < .001$; rates $t(8) = 4.615, p = .001$) (see Figure 2).

The lateral condition was also analyzed, by comparing the preference for keeping conspecifics either on the left side (proportions: $M = 0.275, 95\% \text{ CI} = .132-.417$; rates: $M = 0.322; 95\% \text{ CI} = .156-.488$) or the right (proportions: $M = 0.110, 95\% \text{ CI} = .076-.143$; rates: $M = .157, 95\% \text{ CI} = .080-.234$), which also demonstrated a bias for the left side, although the result just missed significance (proportions: $t(8) = 2.339, p = .048$; rates: $t(8) = 2.225, p = .056$) (see Figure 2).

At the individual level, the binomial z-score revealed that 5 out of 8 subjects manifested a significant bias for the left and one for the right side (see Table 2).

Discussion

The current study investigated, for the first time, the manifestation of sagittal positioning (front/back) and lateralized positioning (left/right) associated with social stimuli during naturalistic encounters in great apes using both proportions and rates as a conservative measure to statistically standardize the data set assessment of side preference. A broad-spectrum analysis revealed a population-level preference in keeping conspecifics more to the
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front rather than behind, in both gorillas and chimpanzees. This outcome is not surprising
because keeping social partners positioned in front of the viewer is likely to facilitate the
predictability of behaviors and the identification of individuals and their facial expressions.
Indeed, non-human primates, as humans, are characterized by frontally located eyes, which
allow for a stereoscopic vision (Conroy, 1990). Moreover, when we considered only the
lateral condition (i.e., left versus right), a significant population-level preference emerged in
gorillas to keep conspecifics on the left compared to the right side; Chimpanzees expressed
the same pattern of behavioral preference as gorillas at group level, however, statistical tests
revealed a trend rather than a statistically significant outcome. We propose that that a left-side
bias could reflect an underlying right hemisphere specialization for different cognitive
functions that play a critical role in the adaptation of individuals to the social environment.

First, we suggest that exposing the left side more frequently than the right side toward
a conspecific could be associated with a right hemisphere specialization to control rapid
motor responses to unexpected and dangerous events (MacNeilage et al., 2009; Rogers,
2000a). In this context, exposing the left side of the body to conspecifics might be
advantageous during novel or urgent situations to execute physical behaviors for protection
and locomotion escape behaviors. These responses may be driven by a left eye dominance to
control aggressive behaviors. Several vertebrate species, such as birds (Franklin III & Lima,
2001; Kboroff, Kaplan, & Rogers, 2008; Rogers, 2000b), lizards (in the laboratory: Bonati,
Csermely, & Sovrano, 2012; in the wild: Martín, López, Bonati, & Csermely, 2010) and
toads (Lippolis, Bisazza, Rogers, & Vallortigara, 2002), manifest a left eye preference in
monitoring a predator and a rightward preference for escaping from the dangerous stimulus.

Additionally, the exposure of the left side of the body towards conspecifics might better
facilitate using the hand that is more involved in social interactions, as previously found in
gorillas and chimpanzees. In these studies, animate targets elicited equal use of the left and
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right hands, indicating a higher proportion of left hand actions dedicated to animate compared with inanimate targets (see Forrester et al., 2011, 2012).

Second, the preference to keep conspecifics on the left side is likely to favor the positioning of the left side of the face toward other group members, as previously suggested by Baraud and colleagues (2009), in order to clearly show the arousal status and prevent extreme aggressive physical reactions. Indeed, the left side of the face of non-human primates displays the emotive expression earlier and more intensively than the right side (Fernández-Carriba et al., 2002; Hauser, 1993; Hook-Costigan & Rogers, 1998).

Third, the preference to keep social partners to the left side might reflect a left-visual advantage for the processing of social stimuli. The use of the left eye to monitor conspecifics is widespread in vertebrates, implying a common evolution of the right hemisphere for the processing of social stimuli and arousing situations (for a review, see Rosa Salva et al., 2012). In humans and great apes, a left bias exists in maternal cradling, thought to be driven, apart from other selective social advantages, by a left visual/right hemisphere preference in the mother to monitor the baby (Salk, 1960; Hopkins, 2004).

Fourth, the preference for keeping conspecifics in the left side could be associated with a greater involvement of the left visual field/right hemisphere in recognizing faces and facial expressions (Morris & Hopkins, 1993). This outcome is in line with studies considering humans (De Renzi et al., 1994; Kanwisher et al., 1998, although a recent study also reported small contributions from the left hemisphere: Meng, Cherian, Singal, & Sinha, 2012), monkeys (Broad, Mimmack, & Kendrick, 2000; Guo et al., 2009; Hamilton & Vermeire, 1988; Pinsk, DeSimone, Moore, Gross, & Kastner, 2005), dogs (Guo et al., 2009) and sheep (Peirce et al., 2000; Peirce & Kendrik, 2002). Furthermore, studies investigating lateralized visual preference to monitor familiar vs. unfamiliar conspecifics reported a left eye/right hemisphere preference in the domestic chick (Deng & Rogers, 2002; Vallortigara & Andrew,
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1991; Vallortigara, Cozzuti, Tommasi, & Rogers, 2001) and fish (Brown, Western, & Braithwaite, 2007; Sovrano, 2004). Therefore, gorillas and chimpanzees might prefer to position towards conspecifics preferentially employing their left visual field, to facilitate conspecific identification and monitor other’s arousal and behavioral intentions.

The individual-level data analysis revealed that, unlike most gorillas and chimpanzees in the study, the gorilla alpha male and one chimpanzee female manifested a significant bias to keep conspecifics on the right side. A similar finding has been reported during the analysis of visual laterality in the domestic horse while interacting with humans, where, compared to the majority of individuals, some subjects manifested a significant opposite right eye dominance (Farmer, Krueger, & Byrne, 2010). Further studies are required in order to elucidate if social ranking and gender influence lateral positioning. However, a minority of reversed laterality is also known to be present in humans for handedness, i.e., 10% of the entire population is left handers (Annett, 2002; Steele & Uomini, 2005). It is documented that in most populations with a directional asymmetry, there is a minority group with an opposite behavioral lateralization, which is less predictable and thus more favored during social aggressive encounters (see Ghirlanda & Vallortigara, 2004; Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005).

The findings of this study overall suggests that lateralized positioning towards social stimuli might help animals to attend to two different tasks simultaneously, such as foraging and tool use activities, which seems to be controlled by the left hemisphere (for right handedness towards inanimate targets in primates, see Forrester et al., 2011, 2012), and vigilance (Rogers et al., 2004). This type of asymmetric behavioral activity might have an adaptive value, facilitating simple reflexive and automatic responses in order to increase the survival of individuals (Rutherford & Lindell, 2011). Indeed, approaching and withdrawing processes are at the basis of motor behavior as they are common along the whole animal phylogeny (Davidson, Ekman, Saron, Senulis, & Friesen, 1990; Quaranta, Siniscalchi,
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Vallortigara, 2006). With the appearance of more complex social systems and interactions in social animals, these behavioral differentiations might have been interpreted as a differentiation in the perception of emotion expression.

We propose that our results may represent a corroboration of the hypothesis that population-level lateralization developed as a by-product of the social life (Ghirlanda & Vallortigara, 2004; Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005), which induced the alignment of individual-level asymmetries in order to facilitate the social communication and the prediction of social responses. This theoretical proposal is supported by evidence from studies on the domestic chick, demonstrating that typically lateralized individuals (i.e., light incubated) show enhanced performance during a transitive inference task compared to non-lateralized ones (i.e., dark incubated), especially when using their left eye/right hemisphere (Daisley, Regolin, & Vallortigara, 2010).

The observation of lateralized positioning towards conspecifics might represent a valid behavioral marker for the manifestation of the hemispheric involvement in social interactions. This approach allows for the capture of information associated with the underlying cognitive processing of the social environment without interfering with naturalistic dynamics of individuals. Moreover, the naturalistic conditions of these experiments are useful to facilitate our understanding of how the social environment may modulate physical positioning in primates. We stress the necessity of replicating similar observations in different populations of primates, while collecting more information about other variables that might influence the laterality degree of the social positioning (e.g. rank, gender, reference task, manual activity). Furthermore, we suggest that a similar assessment could be applied to human populations, as the methodology is designed to accommodate laboratory, captive and wild settings alike. Most importantly, it could help to assess emotion processing in human subjects, which have been poorly investigated using an observational
Social laterality in great apes approach within a natural setting.
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Table 1

*Frequencies and Z-scores of Sagittal (Front/Rear) and Lateral (Left/Right) Condition in Gorillas.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Rear</th>
<th>z-score</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>z-score</th>
<th>Total Minutes §</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dishi</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-5.66*</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-6.11*</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djala</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-6.93*</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2.28*</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-9.44*</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-2.55*</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foufou</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>2.20*</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-2.90*</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaja</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-8.68*</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-3.55*</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kibi</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-2.08*</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kishi</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-8.58*</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-2.29*</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kouni</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-3.95*</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumba</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-3.32*</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamarilla</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-9.53*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.75*</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tami</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-6.77*</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-3.60*</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yene</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.47*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§Focal Sampling time in minutes

*Significant sagittal and lateral asymmetry

M = male, F = female; J = juvenile, A = adult.

Table 2

*Frequencies and Z-scores of Sagittal (Front/Rear) and Lateral (Left/Right) Condition in Chimpanzees.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Rear</th>
<th>z-score</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>z-score</th>
<th>Total Minutes §</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camilla</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-9.53*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.75*</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidino</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-3.95*</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-3.26*</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giorgina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-6.77*</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-3.60*</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giudy</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-3.47*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacky</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-8.34*</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-2.97*</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luisa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.48*</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-4.17*</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-7.84*</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-1.80</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samy</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-3.83*</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-5.70*</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-9.82*</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§Focal Sampling time in minutes

*Significant sagittal and lateral asymmetry
Social laterality in great apes

M = male, F = female; J = juvenile, A = adult.

**Figure 1.** Mean proportion (± 95% confidence interval) of gorilla’s positioning side preference towards conspecifics. Significant results are highlighted by stars (*).

**Figure 2.** Mean proportion (± 95% confidence interval) of chimpanzee’s positioning side
Social laterality in great apes

preference towards conspecifics. Significant results are highlighted by stars (*).